




*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated 
by the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 
Distributor earnings vary as a result of numerous factors. Earnings statements made in this booklet are not intended to 
guarantee a particular outcome, but rather show what is possible based on a broad range of distributors  historical data, 
personal commitment, and skill level. All references to income, implied or stated, are for illustration purposes only.

AMAZING NUTRITIONAL 
PRODUCTS 
We offer some of the world s most 
powerful & effective university-
tested nutritional products.*

DEBT-FREE COMPANY WITH 
A HUMANITARIAN HEART
You are not just a dollar sign 
to us. We genuinely care 
about you and your success.

Thank you for considering teaming up with us in our mission to help others live 
happier, healthier lives by unleashing the potential within each of us. Building 
your future is rewarding, and we believe you are destined to change lives. Our 
opportunity allows you to set your own pace and earn extra income when it s 
most convenient for you. 

.WHAT CAN WE OFFER IN OUR COMMITMENT 
TO HELP PEOPLE LIVE BETTER LIVES?

SCIENTIFICALLY DESIGNED 
COMPENSATION PLAN
Generous & scientifically 
designed to reward the majority 
of networkers and improve your 
chances for success.

AN EXPERIENCED 
SUPPORT TEAM
You will have access to a support 
team of success coaches with 
decades of successful experience.

PROVEN AND DUPLICABLE 
MARKETING STRATEGIES 
Our support staff and many 
dynamic leaders in the field have 
created an organization with 
around 80% of the company s top 
leaders and hundreds of thousands 
of customers & distributors. See 
what we can do for you. 
. DYNAMIC TURNKEY SYSTEMS, 
FREE WEBSITES, TIME-TESTED 
MAILERS, POSTCARDS, AND 
MORE!

BE IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF
BUT NEVER BY YOURSELF

This company was 
selected as one of the 
best home business 
opportunities in the 
world by Research & 
Marketing Consultants.
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EXTENSIVE RESEARCH ON THE 
BENEFITS OF TRANSFER FACTORS
In the decades since the discovery of 
what have now been coined miracle 
molecules , researchers and institutions 
have spent an estimated $40 million 
studying these power-packed 
molecules and have published 
hundreds of scientific papers 
documenting the ways in which they 
impact the immune system.*

EFFECTIVE SCIENCE-BASED & 
AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS
Our company s award winning 
products are uniquely effective 
compared to other products on the 
market based on scientific research 
by numerous institutions such as 
Auburn University, Weber State 
University, the University of Missouri, 
MedGaea Life Sciences Institute, and 
the Russian Academy of Medical 
Sciences (RAMS).*AN EXCLUSIVE NEW CATEGORY OF 

NUTRITION CREATES A POTENTIALLY 
LUCRATIVE OPPORTUNITY
After more than 20 years in business 
and billions of dollars in worldwide 
sales, you would expect a lot of 
copycat products in the marketplace. 
However, no other company has been 
able to create products that come close 
to the power that our products hold. 
These products have essentially 
created a new category of nutrition. 
This allows affiliates to market 
products without the typical 
competition of similar competing 
products.
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28 DIFFERENT BONUSES TO 
REWARD EVERY CATEGORY OF 
NETWORKER.
Whether you are new to network 
marketing, a professional networker, 
or anything in between, our pay plan 
has been scientifically designed to be 
very lucrative for you. Our 28 
different bonuses and 60% actual 
payout will reward you for sharing 
the products and opportunity with 
others.

OUR PRODUCTS ARE LISTED IN THE 
PRESCRIBERS  DIGITAL REFERENCE
The Prescribers  Digital Reference 
(PDR) is a respected medical 
resource. Having your products listed 
in the PDR provides scientific 
credibility that makes it easier to 
market. 
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SELECTED AS ONE OF THE BEST HOME 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN THE 
WORLD AFTER A SCIENTIFIC STUDY
After an exhaustive 3½ year, half-
million dollar study of 342 of the 
industry s top programs, this company 
was selected as one of the best home 
business opportunities by Research & 
Marketing Consultants in 1998. Since 
then, more than 1,000 opportunities 
have been examined and our company 
is still rated the highest based on 
numerous factors that we will cover 
later.
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SIX QUICK REASONS WHY WE BELIEVE THIS 
IS THE BEST HOME BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

*Distributor earnings vary as a result of numerous factors. 
Earnings statements made in this booklet are not intended 
to guarantee a particular outcome, but rather show what is 
possible based on a broad range of distributors  historical 
data, personal commitment, and skill level. All references to 
income, implied or stated, are for illustration purposes only.

No other network marketing 
product has ever been beneficial to 
so many areas of a person's health!
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Hundreds of thousands of members &
customers on our team.

Approximately 20+ Million LP per month in 
sales volume throughout 90+ countries due
to many fine leaders in our organization. 

80% of the company s top leaders.

Thousands of individuals making money 
based on their own schedules & financial 
goals.

Here is a quick look at what 
the Professional Networkers 
marketing family has been 
able to accomplish so far with 
this opportunity due to Mike 
Akins  50+ years of successful 
experience, the support of the 
Professional Networkers staff, 
and the marketing efforts of 
many tremendous leaders 
throughout our organization. 

Professional Networkers 
Founder & Upline 
Mike Akins

Approximately 97% growth left relative to 
estimated potential.

RESULTS SO FAR

More about Mike Akins

Mike Akins, has 50+ years of 
successful network marketing 
experience and has created a staff 
of network marketing professionals 
to assist you on your journey to 
success.

Mike Akins is a humanitarian and 
lives on approximately only 3-5% of 
his income.

Mike has donated millions to 
people with health challenges 
through his nutritional therapy 
program and has helped the 
disadvantaged around the world 
over the last 20+ years.

*Success is not guaranteed. Distributor earnings vary as a result of numerous factors. Earnings statements made in this booklet are not 
intended to guarantee a particular outcome, but rather show what is possible based on a broad range of distributors  historical data, 
personal commitment, and skill level. All references to income, implied or stated, are for illustration purposes only.

RESULTS SO FAR? MANY PEOPLE ALL OVER THE 
WORLD ARE LIVING HAPPIER, HEALTHIER LIVES* 

Mike Akins grew up in poverty, was an 
insecure introvert, and stuttered profusely 
when he began his career in 1967 at the 
age of 19. Mike understands first-hand the 
fears and challenges that come with 
starting a new journey like network 
marketing.

Mike decided to compile a good support 
staff, systems, and tools to help encourage 
new members through the early stages of 
the journey and help automate the 
process of growing their businesses. 
That s when he created Professional 
Networkers.
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A REVOLUTIONARY NUTRITIONAL BREAKTHROUGH
TRANSFER FACTORS
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RECOGNIZE. RESPOND. REMEMBER.

THERE CAN T BE A GREAT OPPORTUNITY 
WITHOUT A GREAT PRODUCT 

Our transfer factors are comprised of 
smart peptide molecules that educate 
your immune system to recognize, 
respond to, and remember potential 
health threats to the body.* 

Your immune system is a complex 
network of cells, molecules, and body 
chemicals that are laboring night and 
day to keep you healthy. Transfer 
factors improve the communication 
and defense mechanisms of your 
immune system.* 

Recent independent laboratory studies 
have shown that our core transfer 
factor products bolster Natural Killer 
(NK) cell activity in the presence of a 
health threat, while activating a variety 
of other immune system cells, such as 
B cells and T cells.*  (See graph page 11)

Our company extracts their transfer 
factors from cow colostrum and 
chicken egg yolk sources. Transfer 
factors from cows and chickens 
provide humans with a wide variety of 
immune information. The reason for 
this is because cows and chickens live 
in unclean environments. These 
environments expose them to the 
elements and many more health 
threats than humans, so their immune 
systems must learn to battle in order to 
stay healthy.

Consuming transfer factors from cow 
colostrum and chicken egg yolks 
transfers the immune system 
experiences of the cows  and chickens  
immune systems to our own bodies to 
help educate and strengthen our 
immune systems against a wider 
variety of health threats. 

POWERFUL IMMUNE SUPPORT*

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

1 Recognize. Transfer factors 
help immune cells quickly 
identify invading threats.*

2 Respond. Transfer factors help 
speed up the immune system s 
response to a potential threat 
after it has been identified.*

3
Remember. Transfer factors lend a 
hand in remembering the specific 
makeup of the threats your immune 
system encounters, so the next time 
it s encountered, your body knows 
exactly what it is and how to 
combat it.*
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There is no other product in a 
nutritional substance...that has 
this kind of power and ability 
to affect our immune system. *

Darryl See, MD

Dr. See received his degree from 
the University of California, Irvine. 
Academic appointments include: 
Assistant/Associate Clinical 
Professor of Medicine; Investigator, 
California Collaborative Treatment 
Group; and Infectious Disease 
Consultant, Liver Transplantation 
Service. He has received contracts, 
grants, and research awards from 
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, Upjohn 
Pharmaceuticals, Roche Molecular 
Systems, Harvard Biotechnology, 
National Institutes of Health, U.S. 
Department of Defense, and more. 
Dr. See was also knighted by the 
Queen of England for his research.

Dr. Robertson is the founding 
member of the Health Sciences 
Advisory Board and is an active 
distributor. Following a lucrative 
career as the Director of Emergency 
Services at Western Baptist 
Hospital in Paducah, Kentucky, Dr. 
Robertson and his son, Rob 
Robertson, III, decided to start a 
nutritional supplement company. It 
was while conducting product 
research for their company that the 
two discovered the many benefits of 
transfer factors. Convinced of the 
importance of their mission, they 
sold their company and became 
distributors. Dr. Robertson 
completed his education at the 
University of Louisville School of 
Medicine and worked as an intern 
at the university s affiliated 
hospitals. 

Our products are listed in the 
Prescribers  Digital Reference, 
formerly known as the Physicians  
Desk Reference.

*The information contained in this booklet is only 
applicable in the United States. These statements have 
not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration 
(FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, 
treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

Without a doubt, transfer 
factors are one of the most 
significant discoveries in the last 
century regarding the immune 
system. It is not a vitamin, 
mineral, herb, or antibody...It is 
the next step in the evolution of 
nutritional science. * 

Robert W. Robertson, Jr., MD

WHAT DO MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS 
SAY ABOUT TRANSFER FACTORS?
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Robert W. Robertson, Jr., MD

Throughout his career, Dr. Guess 
has actively participated in 
pharmaceutical research. His 
studies soon grew to an intensive 
study of herbal, natural, and 
alternative methods of 
preventative medicine. Dr. Guess 
attended graduate school at 
Creighton University in Omaha, 
Nebraska. Following graduation, 
he was inducted into the U.S. Army 
and spent three years stationed at 
the Walter Reed National Military 
Medical Center in Washington, 
D.C. He then attended the Howard 
University College of Medicine and 
received his Board Certification 
from Harvard University. After 
many years of operating a 
successful OBGYN practice in Los 
Angeles, California, Dr. Guess now 
serves as a clinical professor at the 
University of Southern California, 
Keck School of Medicine where he 
enjoys consulting with patients 
and working with students.

Transfer factors and nanofraction 
molecules, and the immune 
modulation they provide, could be 
the key for the future of immune 
system health. *

Edgar A. Guess, Jr., MD, FACOG

Transfer factors are the most 
promising breakthrough in health 
care discovered in the past several 
decades. We are just beginning to 
explore all of the potential of 
transfer factors. Neutraceuticals 
like transfer factors are the wave 
of the future. *

In addition to earning his MD, PhD, 
and Doctorate of Medical Science, 
Dr. Tutelian has also achieved the 
rank of Professor and has authored 
more than 400 scientific 
publications and more than 40 
federal regulations. Dr. Tutelian also 
received the highest recognition for 
a Russian scientist when he was 
voted into the Russian Academy of 
Medical Sciences (RAMS), Russia's 
most prestigious academy, as an 
Academician. He now serves as the 
Chief Scientific Secretary of RAMS. 
In this position, he determines what 
research will be done and which 
projects will be government funded. 
Currently, Dr. Tutelian also holds the 
positions of Director of the RAMS 
Institute of Nutrition, head of the 
Institute's enzymology laboratory 
and the Department of Nutrition 
Hygiene and Toxicology of the 
Moscow Sechenov Medical 
Academy, as well as numerous 
other positions on the scientific and 
editorial boards. 

WHAT DO MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS 
SAY ABOUT TRANSFER FACTORS?

Victor Tutelian, MD, MPH

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by the 
Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 7
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WE ARE ON THE 
CUTTING EDGE OF 
IMMUNE SYSTEM 
SCIENCE.
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RESEARCH ON 
TRANSFER FACTORS

10

OUR TRANSFER FACTOR PRODUCTS ARE 
PATENTED, CERTIFIED, AND HIGHLY RESEARCHED



STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
NK CELLS

*Test results obtained from an independent, unpublished in vitro experiment conducted at the Russian 
Academy of Medical Sciences, in Kashirskoe Shosse, Russia. The randomized and controlled in vitro study 
assessed the effects of our classic transfer factors, advanced transfer factors, or enhanced transfer factors, 
versus a positive control (Interleukin-2, or IL-2) on NK cell activity and effectiveness in destroying damaging 
cells. Blood was collected from healthy volunteers and then incubated for up to 48 hours. (REFERENCE: 
Kisielevsky MV & Khalturina EO. Unpublished observations) 

TRANSFER FACTORS
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COMPARED TO 196 OF THE WORLD S TOP NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS

TRANSFER FACTORS INCREASE IMMUNE 
SYSTEM CELL EFFECTIVENESS UP TO 437%*

Our Transfer Factor products may increase immune system NK cell activity by up to 
437%.* 

Natural Killer (NK) cells are critical rapid response immune cells whose function is to 
recognize and appropriately modulate the body's immune system response to threats. 

The illustration below measured the increase in immune system effectiveness by 
means of NK cell activity compared to dozens of other popular nutritional products. 
This study was conducted by the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences (RAMS) and 
showed our transfer factor products were 500% more effective than the nearest 
competing product at increasing NK cell activity. 

The most significant results from the 196 nutrient comparison study are shown below. 
The incredible results in this study were measured after only 48 hours of product use.

INCREASE IMMUNE SYSTEM NK CELL EFFECTIVENESS*

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 11



STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
IgA ANTIBODIES

IgA Antibody 
(Immune Defender)

Environmental stressor

A critical first line of defense 

AFTER taking

73%
MORE!

BEFORE taking
 transfer factors transfer factors for four weeks*

Results from an open-label, beta-test experiment showed 
that our transfer factors effectively helped strengthen the 
immune system in 100% of the people tested.*

FORTIFY YOUR DEFENSES!

This in-house, open-label study, shows that consuming transfer factors and our liquid 
transfer factor product increases the body's natural production of protective IgA 
antibodies. 

One-hundred percent of all participants in the study showed an increase in IgA 
antibodies with an average of 73%.* 

IgA antibodies are your first line defenders against airborne and surface contact 
threats in the mucus membranes such as the eyes, ears, nose, and mouth. 

The incredible results in this study were measured after only 4 weeks of product use.

INCREASED NATURAL PRODUCTION OF 
PROTECTIVE SALIVARY IgA ANTIBODIES BY 73%*

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

Immunoglobulin A (IgA) test results obtained from a preliminary, in-house, open-label pilot study on 21 
reportedly healthy adults. Participants took our advanced transfer factors for two weeks, followed by a juice 
version of our transfer factors, infused with antioxidants. One hundred percent of participants saw an increase 
in the production rate of salivary secretory IgA by an average of 73% after taking our products for four weeks, 
when compared to the one-week baseline.* A brief drop occurred at the transition between the two products. 
(Bennett RH: Salivary IgA in Healthy Adults is Increased by Dietary Transfer Factors: An open label, cross-
over study. Unpublished findings.)
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 A study listed in the 2016 Physicians' Desk Reference (PDR) --Edition 70-- pg. 2212 
under "Longevity Studies" stated that a group of 11 older men, ages 55-73, were 
"given 3 capsules per day of a product containing transfer factors 5 days a week for 
6 weeks." At the end of that "6 week" period, tests showed that there was a 
reduction of their biological age by "approximately four years."

TRANSFER FACTORS REDUCED BIOLOGICAL
AGE BY AN AVERAGE OF 4 YEARS*  

Based on the results of this study an 
additional study was undertaken in 11 older 
men aged 55-73. Subjects were given 3 
capsules per day of a product containing 
transfer factors 5 days a week for 6 weeks. 
At the end of the six week study period a 
determination of biological age using the 
Kiev method (17;18) showed a reduction of 
approximately four years. There were 
significant improvements in several 
parameters of cardiovascular function, 
hearing, balance, vital lung capacity, 
ability to hold their breath, and some 
subjective measures.(16) 

STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
REDUCING BIOLOGICAL AGE

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 13



STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
TNF-ALPHA | DETOXIFICATION | OXIDATION

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

Improved Detoxifying Effect*

POOR DIET ONLY POOR DIET PLUS TRANSFER FACTORS

+43%
*

Decreased TNF-alpha Marker 
Response* (TNF-alpha causes inflammation)

POOR DIET ONLY POOR DIET PLUS RENUVO

- 64%
*

Decreased Oxidative Damage*

POOR DIET ONLY POOR DIET PLUS TRANSFER FACTORS

- 42%
*

INCREDIBLE RESULTS FROM A UNIVERSITY
OF MISSOURI CLINICAL STUDY* 

PROTEIN CARBONYLS are widely 
measured markers of the cellular damage 
caused by oxidative stress. As we age, 
protein carbonyl concentrations generally 
increase. Renuvo decreased the protein 
carbonyl concentration by 42%.* (See figure C)

SOD2 is an enzyme at the front line of 
the body s antioxidant defenses to fight 
oxidative stress and rid the body of 
toxins. Renuvo improved the body s 
detoxifying effect of the trillions of cells 
in the body by increasing the amount of 
SOD2 by 43%.* (See figure B)

A

B

C

TNF-alpha is a key protein of your 
immune system that is produced in 
response to occasional physiological 
stresses, such as intense exercise, high-
fat/high-sugar diet, poor sleep, mental 
stress, and environmental pollutants. 
TNF-alpha is released by the immune 
system to exert protective functions and 
regeneration. However, when not shut 
down at the appropriate time, this 
continued defense response places 
additional stress on your body systems, 
causing negative outcomes such as 
advanced aging, fat gain, muscle loss, 
and low energy. It is important to keep 
TNF-alpha under control and create a 
cellular environment that helps get your 
body back into balance. Renuvo® reduced 
inflammatory marker TNF-alpha by 64%.* 
(See figure A)

This graph shows the incredible effects on 
reducing inflammatory marker TNF-alpha 
by 64%,* improving cellular detoxification 
by 43%,* and reducing cellular oxidation 
(free radical damage) by 42%.* The 
incredible results in this study were 
measured after only 30 days of product 
use. The graphs illustrate results from 
studies conducted by the University of 
Missouri on our transfer factors.
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AUBURN UNIVERSITY STUDY ON THE MANY
BENEFITS OF OUR TRANSFER FACTOR PROTEIN*  

+ 564%*
INCREASE IN ORGAN  

FAT BURNING

+ 203%*
INCREASE IN VISIBLE 

SURFACE FAT BURNING

- 62%*
REDUCTION IN 

APPETITE

+ 74%*
MUSCLE GROWTH 

(PROTEIN SYNTHESIS)

+ 283%*
INCREASE IN IMMUNE 

SYSTEM 
EFFECTIVENESS

+ 132%*
REDUCTION IN 
MUSCLE LOSS

STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
NUMEROUS PROTEIN BENEFITS

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

-100% 0% 100% 200% 300% 400% 500%

% Change vs. Control Group

Reduces hunger craving markers 
for up to 3 hours* 

  Stimulates fat burning markers from 
visible/surface fat stores for up to 3 hours*

         Stimulates fat burning markers from organ 
fat ("bad fat") stores for up to 3 hours*

564%

132%

203%

Reduces muscle breakdown
for up to 3 hours* 

TESTED BY AUBURN UNIVERSITY 

62%

283%

-29%

-2%

Our Protein Blend

Leading Whey Protein

8%

Increases muscle growth* 74%

OUR TRANSFER FACTOR PROTEIN BLEND WAS TESTED IN AN INDEPENDENT 
PRE-CLINICAL UNIVERSITY STUDY.  THIS IS HOW OUR PROTEIN COMPARED TO 
THE LEADING WHEY PROTEIN*

Our company and Auburn University s Molecular and Applied Sciences Laboratory in the College of Education, School of 
Kinesiology, conducted pre-clinical research to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of our transfer factor protein, a 
patent-pending product [Mobley CB et. al., J Int Soc Sports Nutr 2015, 12:14;].

Our transfer factor protein is the most scientifically advanced and effective protein 
supplement available.* 

Our transfer factor protein was independently tested by Auburn University. Testing 
revealed a variety of body transformation and health benefits. 

Results revealed that our transfer factor protein can effectively help you burn fat, build 
and retain muscle, transform your body, and support your immune system all at the 
same time.*
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THE EFFECTS OF CONSUMING OUR BURN
PRODUCT OVER A 12-WEEK PERIOD*  

STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
THERMOGENIC PRODUCT BENEFITS

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

A pilot-sponsored study with a select group of participants showed the effects of 
taking our patent-pending and proprietary thermogenic blend over a 12-week period. 
The participants took the product as directed, but otherwise made no changes to 
personal habits, including diet and exercise. At the conclusion of the study, our product 
produced amazing results.*^
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Over a 12-week period, our product accelerated metabolism and 
doubled the body s ability to burn fat.*

ACCELERATED METABOLISM*

Week 0: 36 Week 12: 72

Over a 12-week period, our product decreased hunger cravings and 
increased feelings of fullness.*

Hunger 

Desire to 
Eat

Fullness

DECREASED HUNGER CRAVINGS*

-1.67    -2.09

2.03

Results obtained from a validated ten-point scale.

Over a 12-week period, our product triggered body fat loss without altering 
lean muscle.*

1 

0.

5 0

-0.5

-1

-1.5

Lean 
Mass

Fat Mass

TRIGGERED BODY FAT LOSS*

-0.1

-0.5

Week 3

0.3

-1.2

Week 7

0.7

-1.4

Week 12

Pounds

^+Results as observed in a pilot-sponsored study. Actual results may vary
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2 

1 

0 

-1 

-2 

-3 

Using our thermogenic blend in 
combination with our transfer factor 
protein product can yield remarkable 
results. 

In an independent, pre-clinical 
laboratory study, the combined use of 
the two products demonstrated 
support for weight management, 
enhanced thermogenesis, and 
improved body composition.*+



Another example of the nutrient enhancing abilities of transfer factors can be found in 
this study from Weber State University on our prebiotic formula. Transfer Factors 
stimulated growth of the prebiotic/probiotic found in the product by up to 868%.* 

Supporting gut health is important because gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) is 
the prominent part of mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) and represents 
almost 70% of a person s entire immune system. In addition, with our exclusive 
microbeadlet delivery system, Our transfer factor prebiotic/probiotic formula increases 
the amount and longevity of beneficial gut flora by up to 1,000 times over standard 
delivery.*

STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
PRE/PRO-BIOTICS

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

An independent, university study assessed the potential benefit of Tri-Factor® Formula in Pre/o 
Biotics®. This in-vitro study measured probiotic growth in the presence or absence of Tri-Factor 
Formula in comparison to common prebiotics. Results revealed that Tri-Factor Formula enhances 
Pre/o Biotics by stimulating probiotic growth. These data suggest that Tri-Factor Formula has 
prebiotic effects and enhances the benefits of the other ingredients in Pre/o Biotics. [Weber 
State University, 2018, unpublished data.]

STIMULATED GROWTH OF THE PREBIOTICS
AND PROBIOTICS BY UP TO 868%*

17

L. acidophilus (NCFM) 

L. rhamnosus (Lr-32)  

B. longum (BB536) 

   868%

B. lactis (BI-04) 328%

TRANSFER FACTORS BOOST
GROWTH OF THE PROBIOTICS *

B. infantis (M-63)

391%

111%

160%



In an independent study, our transfer factor collagen product increased telomerase 
activity by 277%.* Telomeres play a vital role in preserving the information in our 
genome. Activating telomerase promotes longevity by protecting cellular DNA, which  
may lead to improved health during aging.*

OUR TRANSFER FACTOR® COLLAGEN PRODUCT 
INCREASES TELOMERASE ACTIVITY BY 277%*
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SKIN HYDRATION: There 
was statistically significant 
improvement in all 
participants by day 42. By 
day 84, over 96% of subjects 
showed an average of 25% 
improvement.*

SKIN FIRMNESS: By day 
84, nearly 90% of subjects 
demonstrated statistically 
significant improvements 
in skin firmness.*

FINE LINES AND WRINKLES: 
Nearly 90% of subjects 
demonstrated a decrease in 
the appearance of ne lines 
and wrinkles with an average 
of 15% by day 42 and an 
average of 30% by day 84.*

Twenty-six healthy adult female and male subjects, ages 40 to 55, consumed one 8 g stick pack of our 
transfer factor collagen daily for 84 days. Study participants were evaluated at visits on days 0, 42, and 84. 
At each visit, skin hydration, firmness, and elasticity were measured. High resolution photographs were 
taken and graded by a dermatologist and a questionnaire was administered.

STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
COLLAGEN & TELOMERASE BENEFITS

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 18
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STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
ENHANCES OTHER NUTRIENTS

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

This study graph shows that when vitamin C was consumed along with transfer 
factors, the effectiveness of vitamin C was improved by almost 550% more than the 
control group who consumed vitamin C without transfer factors.

This indicates that when you consume transfer factors with other nutrients, the other 
nutrients you are consuming are enhanced and better utilized by the body.* 

TRANSFER FACTORS INCREASED THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF VITAMIN C BY 550%*

Antioxidant 
Effects of 
Transfer 
Factors on 
Vitamin C
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TRANSFER FACTORS

*

*

VITAMIN C ONLY

80 %*

550% MORE!
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*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

Our Gold Product

REVOLUTIONARY GOLD PRODUCT
TELOMERASE BENEFITS

In an independent laboratory study, our gold product increased telomerase activity, 
which is a marker of cellular and human longevity. Treatment with our gold product 
increased telomerase with each passage, or cell division, and performed as well as or 
better than the leading cellular aging or gold colloidal supplements currently on the 
market.* 

OUR GOLD PRODUCT 
INCREASES TELOMERASE ACTIVITY*

Provides a burst of power 
when and where it s needed 
to increase cellular energy 
and vitality*

Promotes youthfulness by 
protecting DNA strands and 
increasing telomerase activity, 
a key longevity marker*
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REVOLUTIONARY GOLD PRODUCT
BRAIN CELL BENEFITS
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Our gold product was also found to increase the number of neurons, grow the 
neuronal network, and increase the number of synapses under normal conditions.*
It was also able to protect the neuronal network under accelerated aging conditions.* 

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

OUR GOLD PRODUCT 
PROVIDES POSITIVE BRAIN BENEFITS*

Promotes youthfulness by 
supporting mental acuity 
and memory*

May enhance neuronal plasticity 
and activate regenerative 
pathways in the brain*
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STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
NK CELLS: QUICKER IMMUNE RESPONSE

Immune system Natural Killer (NK) cell response to a viral health threat is critical to 
eliminating the threat. As you can see from the chart below regarding a 2007 study on 
transfer factors and a viral invader, a typical immune system NK cell response to a viral 
invader can take approximately 3.5 days to begin. The study below indicates that 
consuming transfer factors significantly accelerated the response of NK cells to only 1.5 
days. That is a two-day quicker response time compared to those who did not consume 
transfer factors. 

While this study by no means suggests that a person will not become ill while 
consuming transfer factors and combating a viral invader, it does potentially indicate 
that transfer factors can accelerate immune system NK cell response to the invader 
and reduce the illness duration.*

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

OUR TRANSFER FACTOR PRODUCTS PROMOTED
A QUICKER NK CELL RESPONSE TO A VIRAL THREAT
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STUDIES ON TRANSFER FACTORS
BRING IMMUNE SYSTEM INTO BALANCE

Transfer factors are smart peptide molecules that are able to modulate immune 
response in different parts of the body to promote healthy immune balance.* Unlike 
products that either raise or lower the immune system response as a whole, transfer 
factors can boost your immune system in one area of the body, while at the same 
time calming the immune system in other areas. The danger of an over-reactive 
immune system is that it can rob you of cellular energy and possibly lead to damage 
from long-term over-response.

In this study from 2007, conducted by our researchers, after multiple repeated FDA-
approved diagnostic CD4 Helper T-cell in vitro assay tests, our products were found to 
be most effective recognizing the non-harmful plant-based substance as a non-threat 
and helped calm the overactive T-cells back to their initial resting state.*

*The information contained in this booklet is only applicable in the United States. These statements have not been evaluated by 
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any diseases. 

OUR TRANSFER FACTOR PRODUCTS HELP
BRING THE IMMUNE SYSTEM BACK INTO

HEALTHY BALANCE*

23

This study is based on results from multiple repeated tests conducted by our researchers during 2007 using an FDA-
approved diagnostic CD4 Helper T-cell in vitro assay. This test started with helper T-cells (T cells) at rest. A non-harmful, 
plant-based stimulant was then introduced to the T cells, resulting in a large increase in T-cell activity. In this case, the high 
level of T-cell activity is not necessary because the stimulant is not harmful. The T-cells are actually in a state of overactivity, 
when they should remain in a state of rest. 

Different substances were then introduced to overactive T-cells to see which would bring the T-cells back into healthy 
balance. Our transfer factor products most effectively calmed the overactive T-cells back to their initial resting state.
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IT FEELS GOOD TO HELP 
OTHERS LIVE HAPPIER, 
HEALTHIER LIVES
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LUCRATIVE 
COMPENSATION 
PLAN BENEFITS

REWARDS ON TOP OF REWARDS
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FEATURES THAT EMPOWER
GRASSROOTS / NEW AFFILIATES

LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION PLAN BENEFITS
GRASSROOTS/NEW MEMBER FEATURES 

Commissions

Research & Marketing Consultants (R&MC) selected our company as the best home 
business opportunity available for the majority of people after a half-million-dollar 
(USD), 3½-year extensive study of the network marketing industry. R&MC believed 
that our company s unique combination of revolutionary health products and lucrative 
compensation plan that addresses the needs of all types of network marketers 
provided the best opportunity for individuals to reach their financial goals. 

Both Preferred Customers and 
Af liates receive a 25% instant 
discount at checkout on all 
personal volume over 100 LP. Free 
shipping on all orders over $100.

Unlock the power of Me and My 3® 
to earn $50, $200, or $800 every 
month. Each bonus is achieved 
through structure and Team 
Volume.

*Distributor earnings vary as a result of numerous factors. Earnings statements made in this booklet are not intended to 
guarantee a particular outcome, but rather show what is possible based on a broad range of distributors  historical data, 
personal commitment, and skill level. All references to income, implied or stated, are for illustration purposes only. 
^Not all 28 bonuses are displayed in this booklet.

PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD ARE BENEFITING 
FROM OUR PRODUCTS AND SIMPLE, 

EFFECTIVE WAYS OF GENERATING INCOME.*

Earn a 25% commission on all 
monthly volume over 100 LP 
from product orders placed by 
customers on your MyShop site.

Team Commissions

Instant Discount

The 25% payout on the second 
level is especially significant for 
grassroots affiliates to move into 
profit quicker.*

Our company s compensation plan is designed to reward all types of 
networkers and help them move into profit. 

Earn 15% back in loyalty points 
as a Preferred Customer or 
Distributor from each monthly 
product order you place. You 
will also receive the FREE 
bonus product of the month 
with a qualifying order.

Loyalty Program

25% commission on the rst LP 
order of every new Preferred 
Customer (PC) you personally sign 
up, 12% on the rst LP order of 
every new PC on your second 
level, & 5% on the rst LP order of 
every new PC on your third level.

28 DIFFERENT BONUSES^
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LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION PLAN BENEFITS
MID-LEVEL & ADVANCED MARKETERS

In addition to the opportunity to 
earn a part-time or full-time 
income, world-class incentive 
trips to exotic locations are a 
key part of the recognition and 
rewards program.*

 Additional bonus features you receive as you grow your business.

Get paid $5,000, $15,000, or 
$50,000 for attending convention 
as a member of the President s 
Club.*

Infinity Payout
In nity Payout can pay on 
multiple levels for each individual 
bonus. The payout for each 
generation continues for an 
in nite number of levels until 
reaching an Af liate of like or 
higher rank, at which time you are 
blocked and begin receiving the 
payout for the next earned 
generation.*

Premier Pool
Each qualifying period, 2% of 
company volume is used to create 
the Premier Pool a cash bonus 
pool that s split among qualifying 
Af liates. The higher your rank, 
the more shares you earn.*

Group Bonuses
Group bonuses begin when the 
Infinity bonus ends. Group 
bonuses range from 2%-3%, and 
they typically pay on large 
numbers of distributors & 
customers, making them very 
lucrative.*

Compression
Affiliates in your downline who 
don t place an order are bypassed 
for that month when commissions 
are calculated, rolling up volume 
and increasing your income.*

MID-LEVEL AFFILIATE FEATURES

 Premium compensation benefits for networkers with large organizations.
ADVANCED AFFILIATE FEATURES

Incentive Trips
The Platinum Pool is a cash 
bonus pool that pays 1% of the 
entire company s worldwide LP, 
split between our two top ranks. 
Currently, only around 20 people 
qualify for shares in this bonus 
pool.*

Platinum Pool

Presidents Club
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THE POWER OF LEVERAGING
TEAMWORK

Can you imagine how your 
business could explode when 
so many people with their own 
unique gifts and talents work 
together to secure their own 
financial futures?

Alone, you would invest 10 
hours per week developing your 
lifetime residual income.

THIS IS JUST ONE SMALL EXAMPLE OF THE POWER OF LEVERAGING WHEN EACH 
PERSON INVESTS 10 HOURS PER WEEK DEVELOPING THEIR RESIDUAL INCOME. 

*Distributor earnings vary as a result of numerous factors. Earnings statements made in this booklet are not intended to 
guarantee a particular outcome, but rather show what is possible based on a broad range of distributors  historical data, 
personal commitment, and skill level. All references to income, implied or stated, are for illustration purposes only. 

As a TEAM, in this example, you 
would have 25 people investing a 
total of 250 hours per week working 
to develop their own income as well 
as your residual income.

29

BE IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF, 
BUT NEVER BY YOURSELF
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TENS OF MILLIONS OF LP MONTHLY WORLDWIDE G



*Distributor earnings vary as a result of numerous factors. Earnings statements made in this booklet are not intended to 
guarantee a particular outcome, but rather show what is possible based on a broad range of distributors  historical data, 
personal commitment, and skill level. All references to income, implied or stated, are for illustration purposes only. 31
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TREMENDOUS
SUPPORT

SYSTEMS | TOOLS | TRAINING
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PROFESSIONAL NETWORKERS SUPPORT
SYSTEMS | TOOLS | TRAINING

*We make no guarantees of income. Distributor earnings vary as a result of numerous factors. Earnings statements 
made in this booklet are not intended to guarantee a particular outcome, but rather show what is possible based on a 
broad range of distributors  historical data, personal commitment, and skill level. All references to income, implied or 
stated, are for illustration purposes only. 

Mike Akins, has 50+ years of successful network marketing experience and he provides 
his marketing family a 20-member support staff called Professional Networkers to help 
his distributors achieve success. This staff performs many different services for his 
team. 

FREE Websites with Lead Capture
Page(s) & Autoresponders
Postcard Marketing System
Online Marketing Systems
Full Internet & Technologies (IT) 
Department Support
Advertising Department
(Online & Print)
Graphics Design
Success Coaches
Video Production
Direct Mail
Training Calls
Sizzle Lines
Strategy Sessions
Webinars
Nutritional Research
Opportunity Comparison Research 
International Support
Social Media
Shipping and Logistics & More! 

SUPPORT SYSTEMS, TOOLS & TRAINING

THE PROFESSIONAL NETWORKERS STAFF
Professional Networkers specializes in many areas of support and provides many 

services for their beloved marketing family. 

Professional Networkers has been 
referred to as the Charles Schwab of 
the network marketing industry  by 
Cutting Edge Opportunities magazine.

Money Maker's Monthly magazine 
referred to Professional Networkers as 
the "Premier Support Group" in 
network marketing.
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OUR COMPANY S SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS & TOOLS

SUPPORT

TOOLS AND SYSTEMS
MyShop  A free website provided by the company upon joining. This website allows 
members to order products and join as a member of your team. The company 
processes and ships the orders directly to the customer. Add your personalized 
information to your website, so people can get in touch with you. 

Connect Application  Connect with new contacts and interact with your team by 
sharing exclusive, corporate-approved content and digital tools. You ll have a vast 
array of marketing materials, videos, social assets, and more all right at your 
fingertips! The powerful, yet beautifully simple design, along with compelling tools, 
makes growing your business simpler than ever.

Business Application  With this personalized business tool specifically developed 
for our company Affiliates, take your business with you and never be out of touch. 
Keep track of your team s progress, track your progress to each Builder Bonus, contact 
each member of your downline, and more! There is no need for written applications, 
phone orders, or reports on your computer. Now, you can do all of it on the go, while 
you do what you do best: share the opportunity and products with others!

Live Chat is located in the shop 
section of your company website. 
They are readily available to help 
you with anything to do with the 
company, placing orders, changing 
Loyalty Program orders, updating 
your information, asking product 
questions, troubleshooting, etc.

USA Facebook Group  A huge 
resource to utilize! This group is 
operated by the company s 
corporate team and houses their 
Academy to help you and your 
team get fully educated on on the 
company. Ask any question you 
have in the group and get replies 
from other affiliates and the 
corporate team.

COMPANY PROVIDED SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS AND TOOLS
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TEAMWORK MAKES
THE DREAMWORK
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